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Abstract

This article sketches fascism’s ideological morphology under a post-fascist condition. It builds empirically on three years of ethnographic studies of the radical-nationalist podcast Motgift [Antidote], disclosing that (i) fascist multivocality characterizes and feeds the rhizomic structure of Swedish radical nationalism; (ii) fascist narration locates protagonists and antagonists in driving a plot of ‘genocide against the white race’; and (iii) fascist temporality reinforces ideas of a lost past and degenerated present – prompting a struggle for cultural rebirth and racial revival. The multivocality, narration, and temporality of Motgift illuminate the radical-nationalist politics at work under a post-fascist condition: the state of ideological reconfiguration pondering fascism’s historical downfall.

Keywords


In popular discourse, the term fascism is commonly used as a designation for authoritarian rule or as a pejorative accusation of political
opponents. To avoid this reductive understanding, scholars have instead used, alongside the influential notion of a generic fascism, a host of alternative conceptualizations: radical right, far right, right-wing extremism, ultra-nationalism, radical nationalism, and white nationalism. Scholarly understandings of fascism range from maximalist to minimalist definitions, distinguish between war/interwar fascism and neo-fascism, include revolutionary and counterrevolutionary taxonomies, and encompass Marxist as well as Weberian approaches. Fascism has been understood as a historically distinct phenomenon, as ‘Fascism’ (with a capital ‘F’) established in the 1920s in Italy under Mussolini. But it has also been approached as a trans-historical
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phenomenon (lowercase ‘fascism’). This latter observation has prompted understandings that fascism, too, is contextually adaptable and transformable over time.

This article explores fascism’s ideological plasticity by analyzing its function in a podcast promoting Swedish radical nationalism. Starting from Roger Griffin’s notion that contemporary fascism typically undertakes a rhizomic structure, a ‘cellular, centerless, and leaderless network with ill-defined boundaries and no formal hierarchy,’ the rhizome of Swedish radical nationalism provides a fruitful entry point to study fascism in flux. As we have argued elsewhere, Swedish radical nationalism contains three currents that in various historical moments run parallel, intersect, merge, and diverge. The first current is race-oriented and often identifies with National Socialism. This current is generally distinguishable from a second, culture-oriented nationalism that today labels itself as social-conservative. The third current of Swedish radical nationalism is identity-oriented, typically connected to the identitarian movement(s) springing from the Nouvelle Droite [French New Right]. This has gained currency during the last decades by reconnecting the race-oriented and culture-oriented currents – which has been feeding the rhizome of Swedish radical nationalism.

The following analysis is theoretically inspired by Michael Freeden’s morphological approach to ideology, which arguably represents one of the most vibrant developments in the field of ideology studies. Freeden herein defines
ideologies as ‘configurations of decontested meanings of political concepts.’\textsuperscript{20} In this theory, political concepts are inherently contested. It is the systematic fixation, or decontestation, of these concepts that constitutes an ideology; and specific interrelations between these concepts produce different ideologies. Freeden writes that political concepts acquire meaning through their ‘particular structural position within a configuration of other political concepts.’\textsuperscript{21} He argues that constant negotiation and reconfiguration of political concepts form an ideological morphology, one that is dynamic, adaptable, and changeable over time.\textsuperscript{22} In the following pages, Freeden’s approach is employed to analyze fascist reconfiguration in the radical-nationalist podcast \textit{Motgift}.

\textbf{Motgift as an Ethnographic Field Site}

Methodologically, our analysis was inspired by recent developments in digital anthropology, and refined into a method we call ‘podcast ethnography’. This method, which we have launched and detailed elsewhere,\textsuperscript{23} was here applied to study the radical-nationalist podcast \textit{Motgift} as an ethnographic field site.

Podcast ethnography starts from the observation that the podcast medium – digitally broadcasted conversations between two or more speakers – has grown substantially over the past two decades.\textsuperscript{24} It approaches the podcast as a participatory medium; podcast hosts frequently interact with their perceived audience through social media platforms, web-fora, and email correspondence.\textsuperscript{25} Podcast ethnography, then, focuses on the relational interaction between speakers and listeners as joint participants in a particular sphere of interest, community, or subculture.\textsuperscript{26} In the podcast interface, primary
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speakers (hosts) give voice to secondary speakers (guests, listeners). This interactive character of the podcast thereby fosters an optimal climate for exchange and negotiation of ideas.

Although much research has documented fascist activities in new social media, the podcast medium remains understudied in this regard. This prompted us to embark upon a podcast ethnography that lasted for nearly three years, the time required to reach a workable level of empirical saturation. In terms of data collection, we listened to each episode when released online, in order to enable us to pause, rewind, and adjust the play-back speed. Select episodes, those particularly dynamic in ideological morphology, were downloaded for in-depth analysis. The coding procedure involved identification of episode metadata, primary and secondary speakers, invited guests, and listener comments. We also coded memos and analytical notes taken while listening, guided by the sensibility and rigor defined by the art of producing ethnographic field notes. In the final step of the analysis, the codes were refined, clustered, and conceptualized, in order to sketch out three particular features of fascism's ideological morphology in Motgift.


Motgift [Antidote] was for several years an influential think-tank in the rhizome of Swedish radical nationalism. It was rooted in the organization Nationalsocialistisk front [National Socialist Front], which was founded in 1994 but later reorganized to enter parliamentary politics under the name Svenskarnas parti [Party of the Swedes]. In December 2011, the party published the first issue of its new official organ Framät [Forward]. A few months later, three of the recurrent writers, among them a party board member, initiated the affiliated podcast project Radio Framät. In February 2014, it was relaunched under the name Motgift, a small media nexus encompassing a publishing house, a web-magazine, and a series of podcasts published alongside its main vehicle: a weekly, two-hour long podcast airing every Monday (the prime focus of our analysis). It closed down in March 2018 when its key members founded the organization Det Fria Sverige [The Free Sweden], with its own dedicated podcast. Hence, the central position of Motgift during these years – as a leading forum for discussing Swedish radical nationalism across organizational boundaries – empirically motivates an analysis of its relation to the ideological morphology of fascism.

The Ideological Morphology of Fascism

In the podcast Motgift, fascism was at once denounced, deployed, and developed. Our empirical analysis suggests that interactions between Motgift’s primary and secondary speakers designate three distinct features of ideological morphology: fascist multivocality, fascist narration, and fascist temporality.

Fascist Multivocality

The plethora of voices and ideological positions – fascist multivocality – was a signatory feature of Motgift. The podcast took the form of a talk show, with topics often connected to contemporary events and news affecting the radical-nationalist universe. The key host of the show was Dan Eriksson (b. 1982), previously active as leader in the youth wing of the political party Nationaldemokraterna [The National Democrats] and as a board member of above mentioned Svenskarnas parti. The former was founded in 2001 after a fragmentation within the culture-oriented, radical-nationalist party Sverigedemokraterna [The Sweden Democrats]. From the start, Eriksson worked together with Magnus Söderman (b. 1977), previously a leading member and political theorist of the race-oriented organization Svenska motståndsrörelsen [Swedish Resistance Movement, later Nordic Resistance Movement]. As a key individual of Swedish radical nationalism since the early 1990s,
Söderman cultivated relations with American actors like *Brüders Schweigen [The Order]* and *Aryan Nations*. Söderman left *Svenska motståndsrörelsen* after an internal conflict in 2011. Beside Eriksson and Söderman, author and activist Jonas De Geer (b. 1971) was the third initial co-host of *Motgift*. At the outset of his career, De Geer was inspired by radical conservatism and perennial philosophy, and later contributed texts to the identity-oriented website *Motpol [Antipode]*. He has written for various radical-nationalist organizations, and he wrote the foreword to the Swedish translation of *Jewish racism*, authored by influential American white nationalist and former *Ku Klux Klan* leader David Duke. Aside from the original *Motgift*-trio – Eriksson, Söderman, and De Geer – a fourth primary speaker came to join *Motgift*: Björn Björkqvist (b. 1979), a former key figure of *Nationsocialistisk front* and local politician in *Svenskarnas parti*.

Although *Motgift* was from the start affiliated to *Svenskarnas parti*, the relationship eventually grew more porous. The podcast’s four hosts, all experienced figures in different parts of the radical-nationalist rhizome, discussed a variety of political issues independent of organizational ties. This enabled them to develop ideological concepts and pursue novel relational connections, both domestic and international; a significant number of guests were invited to participate as discussants in the podcast. Some of these secondary speakers, for example Daniel Friberg (b. 1978) and Marcus Follin (b. 1989), were especially important and repeatedly invited. (Friberg is the founder and chief editor of *Arktos Media*, an influential publishing house in the international ‘alt-right’ environment. Follin, also known under his internet nickname *The Golden One*, is a social media influencer who combines body building with radical-nationalist agitation). Both Friberg and Follin have gained authority in the trans-Atlantic nationalist exchange of ideas. For example, Friberg was for a period closely linked to Richard Spencer (b. 1978), who popularized the term ‘alt-right.’ Moreover, a host of additional speakers were invited as guests to the podcast, including key figures from USA, UK, Greece, Italy, Belgium and Denmark.

This diversity of the secondary speakers, representing a wide range of ideational positions, seems to have established *Motgift* as a vanguard forum for developing radical-nationalist thought in Sweden. Our excursions into the *Motgift* web-forum indicate that listeners also consumed several
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other podcasts from various currents of Swedish radical nationalism. In a comment-thread on Motgift’s web-forum, spanning from May 2015 to September 2017, thirty-five podcasts were mentioned more than once. The four most common were the culture-oriented, radical-nationalist podcasts Radio Länsmann (unaffiliated) and Ingrid & Conrad (unaffiliated), the race-oriented Radio Nordfront (Nordic Resistance Movement), and the identity-oriented Motpol podcast. Motgift also seems to have functioned as a transnational node connecting disparate organizations such as Vlaams Belang (Belgium), Golden Dawn (Greece), Forza Nuova (Italy), British National Party (UK), National Youth Front (USA) and Nordic Resistance Movement (Sweden/Norway/Finland/Denmark), alongside leading ideology producers such as Derek Holland, author of the influential ‘Third Position’ pamphlet The Political Soldier, and Greg Johnson, author and editor of Counter Currents Publishing. These individuals as well as other organizational representatives were invited as honored guests. In line with fascist narration in Motgift – the plot of an ongoing genocide against the white race – guest speakers were presented as allies in a pan-nationalist resistance struggle.

But Motgift was also, like the radical-nationalist milieu at large, marked by interpersonal tensions and hostility, organizational disruptions, and splits. A recurrent tension was the heated discussion during Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign. Primary speaker De Geer forcefully criticized other radicalnationalists for endorsing Trump, while the prominent guest Daniel Friberg, and even the podcast key host Eriksson, fiercely argued the opposite standpoint. Symptomatic of the internal conflicts between even the primary speakers, De Geer was eventually banned from the podcast over accusations of having an affair with Björkqvist’s partner. Motgift was eventually closed.

34 ‘Debatt om Donald Trump,’ Motgift, episode 181, November 16, 2015; ‘Gotlandgate och hur Donald Trumpade i klaveret,’ Motgift, episode 284, October 10, 2016; ‘Greg Johnson on the Alt-Right, Donald Trump and a White Future,’ Motgift, episode 286, October 13, 2016. Today many of the Motgift episodes have gone offline, mainly due to the closing of the website, which makes them inaccessible for the general public. At the time of writing this article, some episodes from 2016–2018 were still available at the Motgift YouTube-channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/motgiftnu.
down soon after this interpersonal debacle. Yet its fascist multivocality sustained throughout its four years of intense broadcasting, in spite of both personal and ideational tensions. Why?

**Fascist Narration**

Our examination suggests that *Motgift* was able to manufacture a connection between protagonists and antagonists within a larger fascist narration. The podcast was marked by the idea of an antagonistic ‘Jewish power’, operating as a political force against the (protagonistic) interests of ‘Europe’, ‘the Swedes’, or ‘the white race’. This antagonistic force prompted two interconnected threats: one external – represented by ideas like ‘the great replacement [*folkutbytet*]’ and ‘the refugee invasion’ – the other internal, represented by ideas of political treason, loss of family values, and overall cultural decadence following promotion of ‘sexual perversions’.

In the *Motgift* narrative, ‘Jewish Power’ operated on both of these fronts:

[De Geer:] Before [the War], Germany was probably the place in the world where Jews led the most easy lives and flourished. But then . . . they created this aversion against themselves that eventually led to Hitler. That’s something you need to look at to understand this.

[Björkqvist:] Yes, and it was the same thing in Austria. Vienna was really a perverse city, with a lot of sexual distortion and so on. And normal people reacted against this. It’s not surprising that people were critical of Jews, or even tarred everyone with the same brush, considering that Jews were often involved in these perversions. When people speak about the Kristallnacht and state that it was horrible because there was shattered glass everywhere, one could ask how there could have been shattered glass everywhere if the Jews didn’t happen to own everything?

The historical accounts in this excerpt illustrate the antagonistic force at once posing an internal threat, the ‘perversions’ of Vienna, and an external threat through Jewish establishment in Germany. Hence, the underscoring plot of a mutual enemy (‘Jewish Power’), and its modus operandi (‘replacement’, ‘perversion’), seems to function as common ground to bridge ideational divisions;
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36 ‘Mass invasion’ has also been a central topic in the Nordic Resistance Movement’s website *Nordfront*. See Christer Mattsson and Thomas Johansson, *Life Trajectories Into and Out of Contemporary Neo-Nazism: Becoming and Unbecoming the Hateful Other* (Abingdon: Routledge, 2019), 62–79.

the multivocality of Motgift was engendered by faith-based ideas of a common ‘we’ as a protagonist counterpart to ‘Jewish Power’:

[De Geer:] People had respect for God and for religion, even if they weren’t candidly pious . . . Except for the Pentecostals perhaps. But one doesn’t need to be pious to appreciate the value in all that.

[Söderman:] Like you’ve mentioned before, we need faith. And we need faith that is militant, that is masculine, and that declares what needs to be done loud and clear. Not like the Pope, or the archbishops, or the disgusting ecumenical people – but a faith, a leadership stating that ‘God wants you to battle, God wants you to fight.’

Motgift’s primary speakers discuss in this excerpt the 2016 Normandy church attack (in which a Catholic priest was murdered). Their emotionally intense conversation leads to the conclusion that a revived ‘respect for God and for religion’ could rebuild the disunited radical-nationalist milieu in Sweden. In line with the key fascist idea of a reinforced, new man rising from the ashes of cultural degeneration, Söderman calls for a ‘militant’ and ‘masculine’ faith that incites people to join the radical-nationalist cause. This protagonist – a faith-based force defending the white race in Europe – was recurrent in Motgift’s fascist narration. Quite illustratively, the episodes typically closed with Under Svea banér, a Swedish hymn written by theologian Samuel Ödmann in the early 1800s: ‘Under the banner of Svea / Heaven grants us victory / Then for King and Land / Honor raises its hand.’

This fascist narration depicts how the white race, under a God-given, nationalist banner, eventually unites to reclaim and rebuild its lost homeland. In Motgift, this faith-based protagonist served to bypass the radical-nationalist schism between proponents of Norse paganism and Christianity. Söderman, who during different periods of his career affiliated with ‘Christian Identity’ as well as Norse paganism, celebrated Christians and heathens joining forces: ‘I see heathens stating “this time we fight together”. I see this everywhere, and

---
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I do believe in this revival.' This belief in a present struggle for racial revival seems to entail its own, fascist temporality.

**Fascist Temporality**

*Motgift* had quite a cognizant use of history in its narration of struggle for cultural rebirth. Recalling collective memories of a distant past included conversations about Italian Fascism and German National Socialism. Although the *Motgift* speakers labeled their ideology in terms of 'nationalism', pledging allegiance to 'the national movement', they typically set out to correct supposed misunderstandings of fascism and 'Nazism'. In a scornful chat about the Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven calling The Sweden Democrats a 'neo-fascist' political party, De Geer declared that Löfven's lack of historical knowledge exemplified, as he put it, an ominous intellectual decay, 'so damn bad at this point that it's time for revolution.' In De Geer's reading, Swedish culture and leadership was in such decay that only rebirth, re-evolution, could bring about a brighter future.

*Motgift*'s fascist temporality encompassed a proud but lost past followed by a degenerated present, craving struggle for a revived future. Collective memories, historical imaginaries of past resistance against cultural decay, were significant in this fascist temporality. And these recollections interlinked closely with the notion of 'defeatism'. In an episode focused on the 2017 presidential election in France, *Motgift*'s primary speakers dwelled upon, and argued strongly against, other nationalists' despairing reception of *En Marche*'s victory over *Front National*. Söderman accordingly contrasted his afflicted allies with the life of Belgian National Socialist collaborator and Rexist leader Léon Degrelle:

> He [Degrelle] saw his whole world ravaged. And he wasn't alone, there were many others. They didn't sit down to say 'now it's done, now everything is crap, now there's nothing more to do.' They spoke about glory and honor, and they continued to fight. I don't want to hear that damn rubbish, frankly, given the sacrifices that have been made by men and women in our history... People dare to say 'now it's over because it went like this.' What the hell? Just stop it! Nonsense!

This excerpt illustrates how historical events, in this case from the 1940s, were recollected in discussions of contemporary issues. Söderman here emphasizes
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that defeated National Socialists, after the fall of the Third Reich, did not give up hope or quit fighting. He revisits this alleged persistence as a collective memory, in order to discredit fellow nationalists that express resignation over Front National’s loss of the French election. His argument, as articulated later in the same episode, is confirmed and expanded by Eriksson:

I want to return to what we talked about earlier, about defeatism and lack of history. There is a remarkable focus . . . on the parliamentary. On elections, to win elections. . . . In Germany, there has for a long time now existed an expression about ‘the fight for the streets, the minds, and the parliaments.’ . . . Thus, first the streets; being able to secure freedom of expression, being able to protest. But also [securing] areas, and thereby also being able to influence people’s minds. . . . This is metapolitics, to bring about cultural change, a change of attitude. This is followed by parliamentary success. If one is to choose which of these is least important, then it’s really the parliamentary. Because that’s just a consequence of other things happening in society.45

The three-part expression of ‘the fight for the streets, the minds, and the parliaments’, as stated by Eriksson in this excerpt, clearly draws on identitarian ideas. Eriksson’s mention of metapolitics is an explicit reference to ideas connected to the Nouvelle Droite emphasis on cultural rather than political struggle.46 At the same time, these three areas – streets, minds, and parliaments – are all connected to one of fascism’s political concepts: struggle. When fighting is more important than winning, struggle becomes a defining feature of fascist temporality. ‘Defeatism’ then becomes a derogatory term. The disdain for ‘defeatism’ here taps into a historical tradition of reproaching deserters of the fascist struggle. (Perhaps most notably expressed by the Wehrkraftzersetzung decree through which ‘defeatism’ was criminalized in the Third Reich)47. The disdain for ‘defeatism’ also functions to contradict the historiography of fascism losing in the mid-1940s; it is in this vein that Söderman recollects the memory of Léon Degrelle as a paragon that never gave in to pacifying feelings of defeat.

45 Ibid.
Fascist temporality also had a negotiated and contestable quality in *Motgift*. The primary speakers discussed how the past should inspire the present, as in the discussion concerning the term ‘alt-right’, in which Söderman drew a parallel between the ‘alt-right’ and the Swedish proto-fascist movement *Unghögern* [The Young Right] of the early 1900s:

[Söderman:] I've always thought that the alt-right, from a Swedish perspective, stand closer to the old *Unghöger*. That it's this direction we should move towards. But that's probably because I myself want us to tread a little more towards that direction.

[De Geer:] That doesn't feel very relevant today, I must say.

[Söderman:] A national, conservative... a national value-conservative idea with a social thought, doesn't that feel relevant today?

[De Geer:] Yes, and no. At the same time, we’re in such totally different situation today. The old *Unghöger* didn’t have to confront the multicultural society. But we have to. It didn’t have to confront this massive, systematic, cultural dissolution; the dissolution of norms with imposed acceptance of homosexuality and other perversities. So it’s a completely different situation. Certainly we can get inspiration from it in some sense, just as you can draw inspiration from the nationalist movements of the 1930’s and so on. But we must probably remember that we’re in a completely different situation. We need new ways.

[Eriksson:] We need an alternative right.

[Björkqvist:] But we still have to look at the past, and I think *Unghögern* is a much better alternative to look at than the Swedish National Socialists for example.48

In this excerpt, Söderman’s comparison of ‘alt-right’ and *Unghögern* builds on the assumption that historical phenomena can be linked to contemporary issues. Yet Söderman also considers that this idea could be mere wishful thinking due to his own bias. Nevertheless, the ‘alt-right’ becomes a projection for his hopes in a fascist future – which prompts the parallel to *Unghögern*. This future-oriented projection is confirmed by Eriksson’s statement that ‘we need an alternative right.’ In contrast, De Geer hesitates about the need for clear inspiration from past phenomena since he finds the contemporary condition, ‘the multicultural society’, much more severe and difficult to confront. He therefore suggests a more eclectic stimulus from various past phenomena. This idea is picked up by Björkqvist, who remarks that *Unghögern* is actually one

such movement of inspiration, at least as a better inspiration than the ‘Swedish National Socialists’. This conversation also exhibits the negotiated nature of fascism’s ideological morphology in Motgift; different collective memories and historiographical views were promoted as inspiration for the present struggle. Overtly displayed disagreement and agreement, critique and revision, were commonplace throughout the podcast. Our argument is that Motgift’s dynamic reconfiguration of fascism is indicative of a certain societal condition.

**Conclusion: The Post-Fascist Condition**

In the podcast Motgift, a central forum for Swedish radical nationalism in the late 2010s, fascist ideology was summoned to infuse the present struggle for future revival. Motgift recollected what Griffin points out as fascism’s core concepts: ‘populist ultra-nationalism and the myth of rebirth.’ In Motgift, the ideological morphology of fascism was characterized by a multivocality that allowed for disparate views and internal tensions among both primary and secondary speakers. The multivocality enabled Motgift to include a broad variety of domestic and international guests from different ends of the radical-nationalistic rhizome. Motgift’s multivocality was powered by its narration of interrelated antagonistic and protagonistic forces; the prevalent idea of antagonistic ‘Jewish Power’ was contrasted with protagonistic radicalization of the Christian faith. The narrative plot of ‘genocide against the white race’ produced a conflictual set-up that allowed for ideational friction without risking rupture – it pinned antagonistic and protagonistic forces to a fascist storyline of constant struggle. Accompanying this narrative was a temporality with a utopian past and revived future divided by a degenerate present; a temporality aiming to, as Griffin has it, ‘transform the linearity of decadence into the cyclic scheme of rebirth.’ Hence, multivocality, narration, and temporality stand out as key features in Swedish reconfigurations of fascism’s ideological morphology. And these features become particularly meaningful, we argue, when fascism is bound to operate in the shadows, that is, under a post-fascist condition.

This conceptualization of post-fascism builds on the critical theorization of post-raciality: a societal condition in which racism is popularly perceived
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as a past historical error or as individual outbursts of asocial behavior, despite the fact that people continue to experience structural racism.\textsuperscript{51} Whereas the ‘post-racial’ designates how racism thrives despite being publicly defeated (much like the ‘post-colonial’), post-fascism encapsulates a condition where fascism is reconfigured with regard to its historical downfall.\textsuperscript{52} Others have noted that the concept of post-fascism highlights the ‘adaptive qualities of fascism to historical and external forces,’\textsuperscript{53} and that post-fascism is characterized by fluidity and variegation, ‘just as contemporary anarchism and Marxism are multi-stranded and both continuous yet iterative variations upon their nineteenth and twentieth century antecedents.’\textsuperscript{54} However, this latter comparison is faltering on one important point: adherents of post-anarchism and post-Marxism typically set out to \textit{advance} their ideological traditions, and not to disassociate from them.\textsuperscript{55} Post-fascism, by contrast, gains momentum in an era without self-ascribed fascists – but with ideological reconfiguration in the ‘demise of conspicuous fascism’.\textsuperscript{56} This opacity stipulates the post-fascist condition in a double sense: the noun ‘condition’ denotes both a prerequisite and a mode of being.\textsuperscript{57} The prerequisite for a post-fascist condition is fascism’s springtime in the 1920s through the 1940s, as well as its marginalized position in the post-war era. The social unfeasibility to self-identify as a fascist therefore requires a certain mode of being for the would-be adherents of this ideology. In this regard, the prefix ‘post’ indicates both continuation and discontinuation with historical fascism; contemporary actors ‘both orientate towards and simultaneously deny’ fascist ideology.\textsuperscript{58}
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The post-fascist condition requires the multivocality, narration, and temporality enacted in *Motgift*. In this radical-nationalist podcast, the fascist ideology was at once denounced, deployed and developed: fascism was denounced as an historical failure, deployed to approach contemporary social issues, and developed for further applicability. This very ambiguity and fluidity is emblematic of fascism's ideological reconfigurations under a post-fascist condition.
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